
One Roll Astrology 
By Voidstate 

 
Quick (Under 1 hour) 
 
Assumes character makes petition, has co-signatories waiting and prays to the 
spiders immediately. Co-signatories are assumed to make their calligraphy rolls 
successfully. 
 
Preparation & Prayer 
 
+ Charisma         _____  
+ Wits           _____  
+ Linguistics or Craft (Calligraphy)       _____  
+ Performance         _____  
+ Number of Co-signatories *1       _____  
+ Stunt Bonus, Virtue and/or Willpower *2     _____ 
-  Difficulty of Prayer Roll            -10 
 
= Preparation Total         _____  
 
Effect Roll 
 
+ Preparation Total ÷ 6        _____  
+ Perm. Essence         _____  
+ College Rating        _____  
+ Perm. Essence of Other Petitioners *3      _____ 
 
= Total Dice For Effect Roll       _____  
 
 
Notes: 
*1: Maximum co-signatories are one sidereal from each other caste, (your essence) 
members of your caste with essence equal to or less than yours, one solar and one 
lunar.  
*2: If using a WP to buy an automatic success add 2. 
*3: Add 3 if the character already has a resplendent destiny for this college (wears it 
for three days), otherwise add 1 (he just wears trappings for three days) 
*4: Using multiple petitioners is optional. Each additional petitioner must have 
relevant college at 1 but equal to or lower than the petitioning sidereal. If college 
ratings are equal, must have essence equal to or lower than petitioning sidereal. If 
essence ratings are equal, see EX:S p.209. 



One Roll Astrology 
By Voidstate 

 
Long (3 days) 
 
Assumes all aspects of astrology are performed, including making a Charisma + 
Performance roll to get a counter-signature from the head of the Sidereals 
department, wearing a resplendent destiny or college trappings for three full days, 
taking a day to plan destinies, a day and a night to compute horoscopes and 9 hours 
over the prayer to the pattern spiders. 
 
Preparation & Prayer  
 
+ Charisma         _____  
+ Intelligence x 2         _____  
+ Wits           _____  
+ Craft (Fate)          _____  
+ Linguistics or Craft (Calligraphy)       _____  
+ Occult         _____  
+ Performance         _____  
+ Number of Co-signatories *1       _____  
+ Counter-signatory                   3 
+ Long Prayers                3  
+ Stunt Bonus, Virtue and/or Willpower *2     _____ 
-  Difficulty of Prayer Roll              -10 
 
= Preparation Total         _____   
 
Effect Roll 
 
+ Preparation Total ÷ 6        _____ 
+ Ritual Behaviour *3               1 or 3 
+ Perm. Essence         _____  
+ College Rating        _____  
+ Perm. Essence of Other Petitioners *4     _____  
  
= Total Dice For Effect Roll       _____   
 
 
Notes: 
*1: Maximum co-signatories are one sidereal from each other caste, (your essence) 
members of your caste with essence equal to or less than yours, one solar and one 
lunar.  
*2: If using a WP to buy an automatic success add 2. 
*3: Add 3 if the character already has a resplendent destiny for this college (wears it 
for three days), otherwise add 1 (he just wears trappings for three days) 
*4: Using multiple petitioners is optional. Each additional petitioner must have 
relevant college at 1 but equal to or lower than the petitioning sidereal. If college 
ratings are equal, must have essence equal to or lower than petitioning sidereal. If 
essence ratings are equal, see EX:S p.209. 


